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Best Time of The Semester : Registration Day 
This time of year is very stressful. I 
covered some important things 
about registration and 
myreddragon ®

● Whos your advisor 
● How to register 
● Looking for classes 
● What a CRN is 
● Time ticket and Pin #
● Degreeworks
● How to do a ” what if” on 

degree works 
● Tips on registration 
● What other sources to use 

when picking a class 
● Account hold 

Registration is one of the most 
important days at Suny Cortland. 
Everyone is rushing to get into 
classes that they need before it gets 
full, and students are also trying to 
figure out what classes to take and 
what classes will fit their schedule. 
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Purpose of Lesson!
My lesson choice was  based on my experience here at Suny Cortland. 
I has no one to  provide me with step by step guidance. I thought I 
was  probably not the only one who struggled with registration. 
Therefore, doing a PowerPoint presentation on registration to make 
this day easier for incoming students sounded like an amazing idea. 

● Incoming freshman's transitioning into the college life can be 
overwhelming, especially when looking for courses to take the 
next semester.

● I did have students who followed  my step by step directions for 
registration, but when it came closer to registrations some new 
things were added to myreddragon and confused some people 
even myself. It was still similar, and all my tips for registration 
helped everyone. 
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Lesson Preparation 



In order to prepare for my lesson, I had to use 
the resources that were provided by the schools.  
I needed to  familiarize myself  with 
myreddragon again. 
● As I reviewed the registration steps it 

helped me decide what's important to 
share.

● I also checked the degree works to show 
my students which classes they are 
looking for and if they wanted to see 
the “what if” (changing major or adding 
a minor). 

● I then prepared a PowerPoint with 
images/ screenshots captures showing 
the steps on how to register and how to 
search  for courses, 

.
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Why is Registration Important for First Year 
Students 

✘ To familiarize ourselves with 
myreddragon

✘ Understand the process 
✘ To be able to continue your journey
✘ It will be used for the next 4 years 
✘ They don't have to rely on anybody else 
✘ Staying on track with classes that come 

first 
✘ Understanding what prerequisite are 
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Big concept
Bring the attention of your audience over a key 

concept using icons or illustrations
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Presentation 
Materials 



Methods 

✘ As I presented my topic, I focused on putting all 
the information on a PowerPoint with imagine, 
tip and myself describing each image that was 
attached to the powerpoint. 

✘ I was not sure how else to deliver the message 
in a successful way 

✘ The PowerPoint presentation was useful to the 
student as they could go back and refer back to 
it when they start to make their schedules 

✘
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STEP BY STEP 
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           LEARNING 
OUTCOMES/OBJECTIVES  
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What I wanted my students to take away 
from the lesson? 
✘ I wanted students to be able to register themselves 
✘ In some cases, students may not be able to  register because 

of a  hold on their account (I showed where you can find holds 
if there's one) 

✘ I wanted to get the students ready for the semester ahead 
✘ I wanted them to be prepared when meeting with their 

advisor 
✘ To learn about courses that are only offered in the fall or 

spring only 
✘ Where they can find courses they have to take 
✘ MY GOAL:  was to ensure that students know where to find 

certain information 
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Assessment and Feedback 

- Students 
appreciated 
being able to 
access the 
PowerPoint 
after the 
presentation 

- The students 
were able to 
use it as a 
guide when it 
came time for 
registration or 
preparing for 
registration 

I has a student 
email me and tell 
me that the 
PowerPoint was 
useful

- I should 
have 
reviewed the 
schedule 
builder  
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Reflection
- My students are not  the only ones learning there has  been a 

slight change in registration. Suny Cortland’s website has 
been updated.

- Being a Student Facilitator has helped enhance my 
presentation skills and with leadership skills.

- I learned that you don't need to be part of the same major in 
order to be a Student Facilitator and succeed in the Cor class. 
I may have struggled with communicating at the beginning 
since I was a Speech major and my class was all PE majors. I 
may not be able to talk to the class about the major, but the 
students are also first year students and I was once in the 
same position as them.  My goal was to help the student 
transition from high school to college. 
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